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i. INTRODUCTION
During the past few years the requirement for more accurate and econom-
ical computational methods for predicting fluid flows in practical engineer-
ing configurations has becomeincreasingly important. Full-scale testing
or model testing is often expensive and in manycases inconclusive, necessi-
tating heavier reliance on computational procedures. It is also important
to have adequate methodologies and computer codes available to help in the
interpretation of experimental data and to aid in fluid flow design prob-
lems. Manycomputer codes and associated methodologies have been generated
to provide solutions to complex geometric flowfield configurations. The
treatment of fluid flows by these finite differencing methods has advanced
tremendously in recent years due to production of advanced machines such as
the CDCCYBER205 and the CRAY.
The current computational method for determining rocket thrust chamber
performance is the JANNAFprocedure. This utilizes the TDKand BLIMPcom-
puter codes. Through the advances in computer technology, new codes have
been developed which solve the Navier-Stokes equation with finite difference
or finite element solution techniques. Since this technology represents
flow fields in general, solutions may be obtained for manyconditions that
exceed the existing TDK/BLIMPcapability.
This report presents the results of a contract effort by Lockheed-
Huntsville to compute the viscous, axisymmetric flow in the SSMEthrust
chamber. The Lockheed-Huntsville developed General Interpolants Method
(GIM) code was used for the calculation on the CYBER205 computer at the
NASA-Langleycenter. The results of the study show that Navier-Stokes codes
can indeed by used for these flows to study trends, viscous effects, and to




performance numbershave been noted and are explained in this report. The
conclusions are summarizedas follows: The Navier-Stokes codes that we are
familiar with including the GIMcode can be used for qualitative study of
viscous nozzle flows, but further research and development is needed before
they can be used as production tools for nozzle performance calculations.
Section 2 describes the GIM formulation, numerical schemeand computer
code that was used in the study. Section 3 discusses the actual SSMEnozzle
computation, showing grid plots, flow contours and flow parameter plots.
The computer system and run times/costs are detailed in Section 4. Conclu-
sions and recommendationsfor further analysis are given in Section 5.
Appendix A presents the detailed flowfield solution in computer printout




2. GIM CODE DESCRIPTION
2.1 THE GIM METHODOLOGY
The General Interpolants Method (GIM) code (Refs. i through 7) was
developed to analyze complex flow fields which defy solution by simple
methods. The code uses numerical difference techniques to solve the full
three-dimensional time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations in arbitrary geo-
metric domains. The equations are cast in strong conservation law form and
written in an orthogonal Cartesian coordinate system. Included are a con-
tinuity equation for global mass conservation, three components of momentum
conservation, total energy conservation and equations for conservation of
individual species. Pressure is related to the conservation variables
through a gas law for arbitrary mixtures. A generalized geometry package is
used to model the flow domain, generate the numerical grid of discrete
points and to compute the local transformation metrics. Computation is done
in physical space by explicit finite difference operators. The GIM approach
essentially combines the finite element geometric point of departure with
finite difference explicit computation analogs. This provides a capability
which takes advantage of the geometric flexibility of an element description
and the computation speed of difference representations.
The numerical analogs of the differential equations are derived by
representing each flow variable with general interpolant functions. Con-
sidering a general quadrilateral element with four nodal points, the differ-
ential equations are integrated over this element at each nodal point using
Gauss quadrature. See Fig. A-I in Appendix A for an example of a typical
two-dimensional grid element. The point of departure then requires that a
weighted integral of interpolants be zero over the flow domain. By choosing
the weight functions to be the interpolants themselves, the GIM formulation
produces identically the classical implicit finite element
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discrete equations. These forms are not used in the GIMcode due to their
fully implicit nature and inherent inefficiencies. Rather, the weight func-
tions are chosen to be orthogonal to the interpolant functions which pro-
duces explicit finite difference type discrete analogs. By appropriate
choice of constants in the weight functions, the GIMbecomesanalogous to
standard finite difference schemessuch as centered, backward, forward,
windward and multi-step predictor-corrector schemes. The GIManalogs, how-
ever, are automatically produced for arbitrary geometry flow domains and
hence are a general point of departure and provide flexibility in the choice
of differencing schemes. The following discussion summarizes the GIMformu-
lation.
2.2 GEOMETRICTREATMENT
The GIMformulation is not a finite element method in the classical
sense. Instead, finite difference methods are used exclusively but with the
difference equations written in general non-orthogonal curvilinear coordi-
nates. Transformations are used to transform the physical planes into
regions of unit cubes. The mesh is generated on this unit cube and the
local metric coefficients generated. Each region of the flow domain is
likewise transformed and then blended via the finite element formulation to
form the full flow domain. In order to treat "completely-arbitrary" geo-
metric domains, different transformation functions can be employed in dif-
ferent regions. The blended domain is then transformed back to physical
space and the Cartesian set of equations is solved for the full region. The
geometry part of the problem is thus treated much like a finite element
technique, while integration of the equations is done with finite difference
analogs.
An important concept of the theory of finite elements is the "discon-
nectness" property. This meansthat a domain can be divided into a finite
numberof pieces called elements and the approximation to the functional
distribution over each element can be studied independently. Thus the
approximating functions for each element completely define the behavior of
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the function profile within the element without consideration of its ulti-
mate location in the full model. After each element is defined, the com-
plete discrete model of the body is obtained by "assembling the system."
The assembly is performed by meansof mathematical blending of each sub-
domainwhile maintaining continuity at the junctions.
The GIMcode uses these concepts, borrowed from finite element theory,
to obtain discrete finite difference models of the Navier-Stokes equations
in arbitrary geometric domains. The development is done in local curvi-
linear intrinsic coordinates based on the following concepts:
o
o
Analytical regions such as rectangles, spheres, cylinders,
hexahedrals, etc., have intrinsic or natural coordinates.
Complexregions can be subdivided into a numberof smaller re-
gions which can be described by analytic functions. The de-
generate case is to subdivide small enough to use very small
straight-line segments.
Curvilinear intrinsic coordinate systems result in constant
coordinate lines throughout a simply connected, boundeddomain
in Euclidean space.
The intersection of the lines of constant coordinates produce
nodal points evenly spaced in the domain.
Curvilinear intrinsic coordinate systems can be produced by a
univalent mapping of a unit cube onto the simply connected
boundeddomain.
Thus, if a transformation can be found which will mapa unit cube uni-
valently onto a general analytica! domain, then any complex region can be
piecewise transformed and blended using general interpolants.
2.3 GIMELLIPTICMODULE
The partial differential equations solved by the GIMelliptic module
are the Navier-Stokes written in three-dimensional Conservation law form for
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In the equations, ] represent the viscous stress terms, q the heat con-
duction and R the mass transfer contributions. The viscosity coefficients,
H, %, the thermal conductivity, k, and the binary diffusion coefficient_J
are obtained by various closure laws for viscous flows. For inviscid,
hyperbolic flows with shock waves, these stress terms are also used, but
with artificial viscosity coefficients, to facilitate capture of strong
shocks. The GIM formulation has built-in formulas for computing the arti-
ficial component of the coefficients. These are termed Numerical Diffusion
Cancellation (NDC) coefficients. The purpose of these NDC coefficients is
to cancel low order truncation error terms which arise in the numerics.
The GIM code solves these equations using explicit finite difference
methods. This is done with a set of general interpolation functions I(DI,
N2,N3) such that
f(DI,D2,D 3) = Z Ij(nl,n2,_ 3) fj
where fi are the flow variables at the corner points of the element. The
simplest form for the lj are the trivariable Lagrange interpolants. The
theory itself does not restrict the Ij to be linear, but in the present
code we currently have only the trilinear interpolants. Any flow gradient
can then be simply computed as
8I.
a__!f__ f
ani 8_ i J
The code uses these concepts to produce a discrete analog of the
Navier-Stokes equations for a single analytical region. The point of
departure is the requirement that
W#dV = 0
V
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where Wis an arbitrary weight function and _ is the differential equation
_ 8U _E 8F 8G
-
The general interpolants I are used to approximate each of the flow vari-
ables U,E,F,G and are used to obtain a discrete analog;
[Aij] Uj + [Bij] Ej + [Cij] Fj + [Dij] Gj = 0
where Uj,Ej,Fj,Gj are the flow variables at the node points of an element.
The coefficient matrices are geometrically dependent only. It is this
general finite difference expression that is solved in the GIM code.
2.4 GIM PARABOLIZED MODULE
The full three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations just discussed are
elliptic in character and require either time-dependent or relaxation/
iteration schemes to integrate the complete spatial flow field simultane-
ously. This can require large amounts of computer storage and relatively
long run times. If the physical problem is of the nature that such a solu-
tion is required, then one has no option other than to "bite the bullet" and
use it.
For situations in which a region of the flow is inviscid and entirely
supersonic, a spatial hyperbolic marching algorithm would be efficient.
There are also many viscous problems of interest in which a parabolic march-
ing solution would be acceptable. The most versatile and efficient use of a
GIM code is to combine all three options into a single user-oriented code.
In this manner the elliptic algorithms can be called upon to compute in
elliptic flow domains up to a hyperbolic downstream boundary. Automatic
and/or user supplied conditions can then be used to switch to the forward
marching routines to compute the remaining flow domain.
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The basic idea of the GIMparabolic technique (Ref. 6) is to combine
the classical parabolic marching approach with a "quasi-time" relaxation.
This will be termed the GIM parabolized module. The parabolic-march pro-
cedure greatly reduces the amount of computer storage comparedto a fully
elliptic field. The time relaxation form of the equations eliminates the
decodeambiguity associated with the parabolic pressure problem and allows
velocity boundary conditions at solid walls to be treated. The equations
used in theparabolized module are the time-averaged full Navier-Stokes, but
with all second order terms dropped in a quasi-marching coordinate. Another
way to view the equations is to take the parabolized Navier-Stokes and add
back pseudo time derivatives. The solution procedure, as any parabolic
marcher, thus allows no streamwise diffusion effects. The solution is
assumedknownat upstream data planes, 1, 2, ... K-l, and the solution is
sought at plane K with no knowledge of plane K+I. Quasi-time relaxation is
used to obtain the solution at plane K in terms of the (converged) solution
at a numberof upstream data planes. Secondorder backward streamwise dif-
ferences are used to prohibit downstreamfeedback. Thus the parabolized
algorithm is not a classical space marching scheme,and is also not a time-
dependent elliptic method. It is somewhatof a hybrid technique which com-
bines the better features of two approaches and eliminates someof the bad
ones.
The procedure for marching a solution is outlined as follows:
$ A starting plane of data and gas properties are provided at
k=l.
• The first calculated plane k=2 is obtained from a first order
finite difference equation.
• An initial guess is provided at t=0 for all flow variables at
plane k=3.
• The Predictor-Corrector is iterated to steady state
U÷ 0
which provides the parabolized solution at plane k.
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• The conservation variables are decodedand the plane k is set
k+l. The marching procedure is then repeated.
2.5 FINITE DIFFERENCESCHEME
The finite difference schemeused in GIMcan best be described as three
point "backward in x" and "MacCormackin the y-z plane." The system is en-
tirely explicit in that all nodes are initialized at pseudo time t=0 and
relaxed to steady state using known or previous data. The grid and differ-
ence equations used for illustration are Cartesian-like for simplicity; the
code, of course, has the geometric generality described earlier. All data
are knownfor planes k-2, k-i and the solution is to be marchedto plane k.
The following two-step predictor-corrector sequenceis used:
Predictor
_i,j,k _i,j,k 2 Ax ,j,k - Ei,j,k-i + 2 Axx i,j,k-i
- Ei, j,k_ 2
Ay i+l,j,k i,j, - _z i,j+l,k - Gi,j,
Corrector
bn+l 1 _. + en+l 3 At F^n+l * i 1 At _E*i,j,k = 2 1,j,k Ui,k,k 2 Ax LEi,j,k - Ei,j,k-i + 2 _ i,j ,k-i
At F_n+l _n+l At LGi, J,k - __n+l
- Ei,k,k-2 - _yy [_i,j,k - Fi-l,j,k - A_z Gi,j-l,kj
The "hat" (^) indicates provisional values from the predictor step and the
superscript (*) denotes converged values at upstream planes k-l, k-2.
I0
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Stability of this explicit scheme is obtained by obeying the classical CFL
constraint of explicit methods. An artificial viscosity is added to the
equations for stability when capturing a strong shock.
2.6 SUMMARY OF THE GENERAL INTERPOLANTS METHOD
• Numerical Solution of Conservation Laws
• Based on Time-Average Navier-Stokes Equations
• Elliptic or Parabolized Solution Algorithms
• Geometrically Arbitrary with Finite Element-Type Treatment
• Grid Generation Using Trivariate Blending Function Interpola-
tion
• Geometry Input by Interactive Graphics
• Finite Difference Nodal Analog Solution Algorithms
• Specific Scheme Selected by User Input
• Boundary Conditions via Finite Difference for Internal or
External Flows
• Integration by Predictor-Corrector Scheme
• Shock Capturing Approach for Supersonic Flow
• Ideal and Real Gases
• Inviscid or Viscous Flows
• Laminar Viscosity or Algebraic Eddy Viscosity Turbulence Models
• Two or Three-Dimensional Capability
• Code Operational on Univac 1108, CDC 7600, and Vectorized for
CDC CYBER 203 and 205.
2.7 STRUCTURE OF THE CODE
The GIM code is divided into four modules: (i) mesh generation; (2)
nodal analog assembly; (3) unsteady integration; and (4) data display. The
ii
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mesh generation module accepts boundary geometry data, curve or line formula
flags, and number of cuts in each coordinate direction. A set of general
curvilinear coordinate maps is then used to subdivide each region into
finite elements. Each region which is input is processed and then blended.
The output is a set of coordinates for each element along with the element
coefficient matrices. The nodal analog assembly module takes the mesh data
from a stored external file and performs, via quasi-variational procedure,
the assembly of the element equations into the full domain equations. At
this point, the dynamic storage allocation is set up so that the unsteady
integration module can integrate with virtually unlimited problem size.
The unsteady integration module performs the actual computation of the
flow by employing the boundary conditions selected by the user. The nodal
analog at this point is arbitrary and any one of a number of schemes can be
selected depending on the problem being analyzed. The solution is marched
forward in time for a specified number of steps or until a steady state is
reached. The data display module reads the solution profiles from external
storage (drum/tape) and prints, plots and maps the flow parameters.
The GIM code is currently operational on three computer systems:
Univac 1108/1110 (2-D Scalar, Small Inviscid Problems)
CDC 7600 (2-D Scalar, Small Viscous Problems)
CDC CYBER 203 and 205 (3-D Vectorized, Viscous Problems)






















Chart i CP Run Time for GIM Code (Seconds for Node per Iteration)
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The symmetry of the SpaceShuttle Main Engine (SSME)nozzle flow about
its axis can be used for better computational economyand greater resolution
by using an axisymmetric numerical approximation. The complicated three-
dimensional Navier-Stokes equations in Section 2 can then be simplified to
the following axisymmetric form (Ref. 8):
where
E? =
3U _ _E_ i H _
_-_+-_ + _ _ (rE2)+ : 0
U = (D,PUl, Pu2,o_T
u U_ - Til_2 - (ui - Ti2 _3 jTij
H a = [8_/8r + 2Uu2/r2] _3
+ qi )_4
Tij !J(3ui/_x j + 8uj/Sx i) - _il6jl
= p - X(_ui/_x i + u2/r)
qi = k3T/_xi - u2_6i2
and summation over repeated indices is implied.
In the equations, p, u, _, t, T, q, _, and _ have the same meaning as
those in Section 2. (E_, thus, is equivalent to F.) The symbol 6k_ or _B
13
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is the Kronecker delta, the superscript _ is the equation index = 1,...,4
and the subscripts [,j are the spatial coordinate index corresponding to
x,r, the axial and radial coordinates.
A variation of the Petrov-Galerkin explicit finite element scheme for
axisymmetric viscous compressible flows has been developed and incorporated
into the General Interpolants Method (GIM) code. This variation preserves
the second order accuracy in time and space of the regular Petrov-Galerkin
method even in the radial direction without the restriction of r >> Ar.
More detail is available in Ref. 8.
3.2 SSME NOZZLE GEOMETRY
The SSME thrust chamber has a throat radius, r , of 5.1527 in. and a
total length of 11.167 ft, of which i0.i0 ft is the length of the divergent
section. Based on the wall contour data points obtained from Klaus W. Gross
of NASA- Marshall Space Flight Center the nozzle wall from the tangent
point, Xw' downstream can be curve-fitted as:
= -32.44705 + [1123.9917 + 102.1846 (_ - X-w)]1/2 - 0.77040726 (_ - _ )
w
where
r = r/r*, x = x/r*, x = 0.23591149
w
The wall contour of the nozzle and the coordinate system are shown in Fig.
2. The throat area detail is shown in Fig. 3.
To model the flow domain of the SSME nozzle as defined by Figs. 2 and 3
a numerical grid of discrete points was generated. The choice of the grid
size is primarily dictated by the solution accuracy, convergence, and
stability criteria. The final grid used in the computation is shown in Fig.
4. It can be seen that in the regions close to the wall and around the
throat the grid spacing is much finer than that in other regions. Figure 5
14
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([-x)]
= -32.44705 + [1123.9917 + 102.18.46 --w 1/2




















Fig. 2 Axisymmetric SSME Nozzle
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Fig. 3 SSME Nozzle Throat Area
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Total Grid Points = 6480 (36 x 180)
Fig. 4 Axisymmetric SSME Nozzle Grid
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shows the throat region enlarged. The grid spacing change was carried out,
where practicable, in a manner to minimize any sudden spacing variation.
These considerations were necessary to obtain better resolution in the
numerical results. There are 6480 (36 x 180) grid points in the final grid
layout used in the computation. The numbering scheme for the computational
mesh is given in Appendix A.
3.3 INITIAL CONDITIONS
The steady state solution of the SSME nozzle flow problem was found as
the limiting approach of the time dependent solution to the governing equa-
tions noted in Section 3.1. In order to obtain a rapid convergence _o the
steady state solution the initial values of density, velocity, pressure and
other variables were determined from a one-dimensional isentropic expansion.
They were derived from the Chemical Equilibrium Composition (CEC) code of
NASA-Lewis Research Center (Ref. 9) using i00 percent SSME power level
operating conditions:
Chamber Gas Stagnation Pressure, psia:
Chamber Gas Stagnation Temperature, R:
Oxygen/Hydrogen Ratio:
Nozzle Expansion Ratio:
Liquid H 2 Enthalpy, cal/mol:







The results from the CEC calculation, assuming equilibrium composition dur-
ing expansion through the nozzle, are shown graphically in Figs. 6 through
9. They are also shown in tabular form in Table i. This table was used in
the initialization for the GIM code computation using a table look-up and
linear interpolation procedure to assign an initial value to each grid point
according to its axial location. It is emphasized that the isentropic ex-
pansion exponent (y) and the molecular weight (MW) of the oxygen/hydrogen
mixture were varied as a function of x/r* as shown in Fig. 9 during all
the subsequent numerical calculations.
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Fig. 6 Density Initial Values from CEC Solution
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Fig. 7 Total Velocity Initial Values from CEC Solution
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Fig. 9 Molecular Weight and Gamma Initial Values from CEC Solution
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OF POOR QUALTC_
Table i FLOWFIELD INITIALIZATION DATA FROM CEC
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3.4 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The SSME flow field was computed using the elliptic module of the GIM
code. The boundary conditions consist of a subsonic inflow plane with total
pressure and total temperature prescribed, a symmetry axis conditionat the
nozzle centerline, and a supersonic (one-sided) outflow condition at the
nozzle exit to simulate a near-vacuum expansion. At the wall, in addition
to the viscous no-slip condition, the wall temperature boundary condition
was determined from the CEC analysis. The input equilibrium chemistry wall
temperature profile from the CEC analysis is shown in Fig. i0. Figure ii
shows schematically the boundary conditions used in the computations.
3.5 TURBULENT VISCOSITY MODEL
Based on the initial values of the density, velocity, and viscosity de-
rived from the CEC calculation the Reynolds number of the flow, ReD, based
on the SSME nozzle throat diameter, is in the order of 107. The flow is
thus expected to be turbulent. The turbulent model used in the computation
was based on Baldwin-Lomax model (Ref. i0) modified by P.D. Thomas for the
nozzle wall boundary layer. The modification mainly concerned the method
used to compute the vorticity function (Ref. ii). The viscosity used in the
computation is the sum of the laminar viscosity from the GIM code input and
the turbulent viscosity calculated from the Baldwin-Lomax model. In this
model, the eddy viscosity length scale is determined from the spatial dis-
tribution of vorticity. Therefore, the turbulent viscosity in the region
far away from the nozzle wall boundary layer is nearly null, and the total
viscosity in that region will be essentially laminar. This pertinent fact
will be demonstrated by the following brief description of the model.
The turbulence model used here is a two-layer algebraic eddy viscosity
model in which the inner viscosity is defined by the Prandtl-Van Driest
formula:
24
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Fig. 10 Equilibrium Chemistry Wall Temperature Profile from CEC Solution
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Equilibrium Chemistry Temperature
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Fig. ii Boundary Conditions
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(_tt) " = O_ 2 I_I, d<Jc
inner
where, d denotes the normal distance from the wall,
= 0.4 d[l - exp(-_+/26)],
_+ =_Re Dw I_ ] w/11w ).
and,_ c# is the smallest value of dat which the inner and outer viscos-
ities are equal. The subscript w denotes conditions at the wall, and I_[ is
the magnitude of the vorticity. The corresponding outer viscosity is given
as:
(ut) = 0.0168 Ccp. O F • Fk_), _ >de
outer
where, Ccp is a constant, and
F = in m
I<% um -- m
= 1+5.5
2 (u2 v2 )max"u = +
m
The quantities_, and f are determined from the function
m m
f_) = _ 100] [i - exp(-_+/26)].
The following values of the constants appearing in the foregoing relations
were used in the computation:
27






The viscosity profile at the exit plane as a function of the distance from
the nozzle wall is shownin Fig. 12. At other cross-sectional planes the
viscosity profile is similar. The laminar viscosity (_lam) used in the
computation was 0.74 x 10-4 ib/ft-sec. It can be seen from Fig. 12 that
in the region from the axis to the half way point from the wall the vor-
ticity is negligible and the viscosity is laminar, and only in the boundary
layer and in the region from the boundary layer edge to onehalf the nozzle
wall radius does the turbulent viscosity become dominant.
3.6 CALCULATEDFLOWFIELDS
Using previously described boundary conditions and the turbulent vis-
cosity model, the GIMcode was run from the initial conditions described in
Section 3.3 until a steady state solution was reached. The solution for the
case with equilibrium chemistry wall temperature profile assumption is shown











Mass Flow through the Nozzle
Axial Mach Number Variation
Wall Pressure Variation
Wall Density Variation
Exit Plane Pressure Profile
It can be seen from the Mach number and pressure contours (Figs. 13 and
14) that the solution in the subsonic/transonic region is very good. In the
supersonic region the solution is good except in the neighborhood of the
axis. The contour plots clearly show the development of a thin boundary
layer adjacent to the nozzle wall. The boundary layer thickness is about
one grid width. The oscillation of the Mach number and pressure near the
28
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axis can also be seen in Figs. 16 and 19. We believe that the problem near
the axis is due to the numerics and the coarse grid used there. The mass flow
through the nozzle is nearly constant with a small variation in the subsonic
region (Fig. 15). The mass flow rate at the throat is 978 ib/sec. The varia-
tion in mass conservation from the chamber to the exit plane is approximately
+0.8 percent. Figure 17 shows the wall pressure variation. The pressure at
the nozzle wall lip is approximately 1020 ib/ft 2 (7.1 psia) which is some-
what higher than 780 ib/ft 2 (5.42 psia) as calculated using the Method of
Characteristics solution. The thrust, the sum of the flow rate "dotted" into
the velocity and the static pressure times the throat incremental area each
term evaluated at the throat plane plus the axial component of the wall static
pressure times the wall incremental area evaluated from the throat to the exit
plane, was calculated as 512000 ibf and the specific impulse is 523 sec. Due
to the high wall pressure the thrust and specific impulse numbers just re-
ported are unreasonably high. These are not to be construed as the final SSME
performance numbers.
The problem with the 2-D axisymmetric analysis that has been performed is
the calculation of the axis conditions. The axis calculation, using
predictor-corrector techniques, is inaccurate at small values of r. This
leads to truncation errors which require numerical damping to control, result-
ing in lower than expected Mach number at the axis and larger than expected
wall pressure at the nozzle lip. The axisymmetric treatment of the axis in
the Navier-Stokes codes that we are aware of in the open literature clearly
require further work before accurate thrust chamber performance numbers can be
generated.
A detailed computer printout for the steady state flow field and a de-
scription of the printout are given in Appendix A.
The RFP for this effort requested that the heat transfer to the SSME
nozzle wall be calculated. The GIM code does not presently calculate the heat
transfer coefficient. However, all the elements required to calculate a con-
vective heat transfer coefficient are given in the computer printout found in
Appendix A.
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Fig. 15 Mass Flow Through the Nozzle with Equilibrium
Chemistry Wall Temperature Profile Assumption
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Fig. 16 Mach Number Along the Nozzle Axis with Equilibrium Chemistry
Wall Temperature Profile Assumption
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Fig. 17 Wall Pressure Variation with Equilibrium
Chemistry Wall Temperature Profile Assump-
tion
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Fig. 18 Wall Density Variation with Equilibrium Chemistry
Wall Temperature Profile Assumption
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Fig. 19 Exit Plane Pressure Profile with Equilibrium
Chemistry Wall Temperature Profile Assumption
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4. COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS
4.1 COMPUTER POWER REQUIRED FOR VISCOUS NOZZLE CALCULATIONS
There are two basic concepts in modern digital computer architecture:
scalar and vector. A scalar machine performs operations (adds, multiplies)
sequentially, one after the other. A vector machine performs "Parts" of
multiple operations all at the same time. On the CYBER 205 for example,
65,000 multiples can be going on at the same time. This is obviously many
times faster than a scalar operation. All Class 6 supercomputers use the
vector concept while the older Univac ii00 and CDC 7600 machines are based
on scalar architecture.
The GIM code elliptic version used in this analysis requires the use of
a large vector processor. The NASA-Langley CYBER 205 with its 16 million
word memory is one of the most powerful computers available. This is the
type of machine that will be required for the solution of viscous nozzle
problems using Navier-Stokes solution techniques. The requirement of fine
mesh near the nozzle wall to resolve the boundary layer and fine mesh in the
transonic region led to the selection of a large vector machine such as the
CYBER 205 as one of the few possibilities for the solution of viscous in-
ternal flow problems. Scalar codes can be used to solve this type of prob-
lem but are not cost effective for viscous nozzle calculation.
4.2 COMPUTER COSTS FOR THE GIM CODE SSME VISCOUS NOZZLE CALCULATION
The solution reported in Section 3 of this report required 20,000 iter-
ations to reach steady state. The performance of the CYBER 205 is measured
38
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in ComputerResource Units (CRUs)which is approximately one second of exe-
cution time. The SSMEnozzle calculation required 0.2 CRUsper iteration
t!or a total of 4000 CRUs per case. The rate at the NASA-Langley Computer
Center is approximately 30.75 per CRU. Allowing a few CRUs contingency and
including the computer time required to set up the computational mesh, each
case is estimated to cost approximately 33500 to compute.
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Performance calculations in large area ratio nozzles remains as
one of the challenges of CFDNavier-Stokes codes. A numberof critical
items remain unsolved before the research codes of today can be used to
design nozzles of the future. Amongthese are the following:
i. Algorithms for treating the "axis" singularity in the axisym-
metric equations.
2. Turbulence models for treating the wall boundary layer in tran-
sonic and supersonic flow.
3. Subsonic boundary condition treatment at the "inflow" boundary
to allow numerical waves to pass through it.
4. Numerically stable algorithms which do not require large arti-
ficial damping.
5. Algorithms for switching between elliptic solution in transonic
flow to parabolic solution in supersonic flow.
6. Efficient models for treating chemistry (equilibrium and finite-
rate) in viscous nozzle flow.
The axisymmetric equations for viscous flow contain i/r terms which
becomeindefinite at the axis (r = 0). Most algorithms in use today,
MacCormack,Euler, etc., introduce false losses into the solution in an
attempt to resolve the axis flow. The problem gets worse as the grid is
refined (Ar ÷ 0) since i/(r Ar) appears in the finite difference equations.
Onesolution is to treat the full three-dimensional equations which avoids
the singularity. This is however, very inefficient in axisymmetric nozzles
and requires many times more computer resources than the 2-D, axisymmetric
equations. Basic research into numerical algorithms for treating the axis




Computation of viscous flow at high Reynolds numberrequires a specifi-
cation of the turbulent viscosity coefficient. Manyad hoc models currently
exist for this specification. Manyarguments also exist as to which model
is "best" for nozzle flows. The two-equation k-c turbulent kinetic energy
models seemto be the most exact. However, they require large amounts of
computer time and the wall boundary conditions for these equations are
unknown. Algebraic models, termed "eddy viscosity" are the most practical.
The ones which use vorticity as the governing parameter have worked the best
to date. Their accuracy in separated boundary layers remains questionable.
Perhaps the only real way to ever treat turbulence is to solve the full
Navier-Stokes equations including all the "fluctuating" terms rather than
the Reynolds-averaged equations. Very large supercomputers, with very long
run times will be required.
The inflow boundary condition in an internal, subsonic flow is a crit-
ical item. Mathematically, four boundary conditions are required in axisym-
metric flow; three at the inflow and one at the outflow. Specifying all
four at the inflow boundary results in an ill-posed problem with numerical
waves stacking-up against the boundary. In the viscous, axisymmetric nozzle
flow, total pressure, total temperature and flow direction are good choices
at the inflow, with static pressure, or density (mass flow) at the transonic
(throat) boundary. At the supersonic nozzle exit, no boundary condition is
required (except perhaps in the subsonic boundary layer region near the
lip). The current state-of-the-art in CFDhas not checked out this proper
treatment.
Artificial damping is currently required in all CFDalgorithms. This
"numerical viscosity" is present in all schemeswhether it is added by the
user directly or just simply occurs due to truncation of the infinite series
representation. If enough grid points could be used in a high Reynolds num-
ber boundary layer, then large damping would not be needed. However, this
is very impractical in terms of computer time. An algorithm which treats




Proper and efficient treatment of the full nozzle is best done with an
elliptic solution in the subsonic/transonic region and a parabolized Navier-
Stokes solution in the supersonic region. Currently available codes require
the user to switch the algorithms manually. Certain smoothing logic is also
needed to blend the solutions. An automated procedure and code could be
constructed which would perform this switching in a production code.
An accurate chemistry treatment is also essential if performance num-
bers are to be predicted. Currently available equilibrium models range from
table look-up of previously obtained data as we have done in this solution
to in-line solution of the reaction equations. A combination of equilibrium
and frozen chemistry is usually required. Solution of nozzle flows with
non-equilibrium chemistry can be madewith existing codes, but only for
benchmarkcases. Nozzle design using these chemistry codes is still not
practical.
Current CFDNavier-Stokes codes are producing someamazing results for
a large variety of problems. The future of such codes for nozzle design is
good, but much research remains to be done. The areas discussed above
represent a few of these needed research areas.
5.2 COMPUTERSYSTEMREQUIREMENTS
The advent of the Class 6 Supercomputerhas revolutionized the field of
computational mechanics. The CFDcodes in use today are barely practical on
the CRAYand CYBER205 machines. The NASA-MSFCUnivac computer cannot be
used for running these codes to solve two- or three-dimensional viscous
problems. Oneof the major problems that we have encountered in SSMEflow
calculations is the computer time purchase situation. BecauseMSFCdoes not
have a supercomputer, our codes must be run at Langley, Ames, or even com-
mercially to Control Data Corporation. This is very expensive since MSFC
must send "money"of somekind to the other NASAcenters. Westrongly
recommendthat MSFCget a supercomputer as soon as possible. Wealso




The very large memoryof the 205 and the extra CPUspeed make it by far the
best on the market today.
This most important item of computer time must be solved before MSFCor
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A printout of the steady state flow field at iteration 20000 is
















nodal point number (see Fig. A-I)
Cartesian coordinates of the NODE (Y = r), ft
static density, ibm/ft 3
velocity components in X,Y directions, ft/sec
local sonic velocity, ft/sec
total energy, ft2/sec 2
2
static pressure, ibf/ft
node point type (see Table A-l)
local value of the specific heat ratio
constant-volume specific heat, Btu/ibm-R
flow angle in X-Y plane, deg
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